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be begin come

eat get give

cut do drink
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Definition of Simple Form 

to 
transfer 
(something to 

someone) 

to 
receive  

(something) 

to take 
in food 
(often a meal) 

to exist; 
to equal 

(also an 
auxiliary verb) 

 

to start 

to move 
toward 

here 

to take 
in liquid 
(often alcohol) 

to make 
(with some 

objects;                        
also an  

auxiliary verb) 

to use a 
knife or 
scissors 
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play run say

look make need

go have know
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Definition of Simple Form 

to 
speak 
 (words) 

to go 
quickly 

(on foot) 

to 
amuse 
yourself 

to own 
or  

possess 

to have 
information 

(about 
something)  

to leave, 
move, or 
travel 

to have 
necessary; 
to require 

to 
create 

to use 
the eyes 
to see 
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ate got gave

cut did drank

was 
were began came
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Hi!  W
e _______ to visit. 

W
ho ________                           

the first person/people?  

Everyone ___________ 
the race at the Start.   

I w
as very thirsty, so I 

_________ a lot of w
ater.  

W
e __________ it!                      

W
e reached the top! 

Hairdressers _________  
and style hair. 

The baby __________ 
spaghetti for dinner. 

I ___________ it! 

W
ho ________ us a plant? 
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played ran said 

looked made needed

went had knew
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The em
ployees all 

___________ fishing.  

I just ___________                      
a great idea! 

One w
ise guy _________                    

all the answ
ers. 

Everyone ____________ 
in the sam

e direction.  

W
ho _________  coffee?.  

Are these the parts w
e  

______________? 
Our friend ________ “Hi!” 

People of all ages               
________(in) a m

arathon. 

Som
e girls __________ 

hopscotch. 



6 Basic-Level Verb-Forms Activities & Ideas 

W hat are the purposes of Basic-Level Verb-Forms Cards? 

With efficient and effective card packs, instructors 
can teach and students can learn: 

 to associate the first two “parts” of 27 of                 
the most common regular and irregular verbs—             
the base (simple) form and the past-tense                  
form—automatically, so that they “sound right.”  

 to use these verb forms appropriately in sentence 
patterns (statements and questions, affirmative    
and negative), with the necessary verb endings             
(-s or -ing) and auxiliaries (forms of be or do).  

 to use these verbs correctly in phrases—with               
the appropriate subjects and objects to express 
meaning effectively.  

 to work cooperatively in groups; to “learn by 
teaching” and/or by correcting oneself and others.  

Verb-Form Cards are printed back-to-back, nine to a page.                    
 

In these mirror images, the base verbs in the left column 

correspond to the definitions on the right, and vice versa.  
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W hat does the Basic-Level Verb-
Forms Card Pack consist of? 

The Basic-Level Verb-Forms 54-Card Pack contains 
27 different “survival” verbs. Half the cards display 
base, or simple, verb forms—–without endings.                 
The other half show the matching forms—27                 
simple-past regular and irregular verbs that 
correspond to the base forms. 

The cards are two-sided. On the back of each    
base-form card is a simple definition of its verb. 
Each past-tense card has an illustration of one 
possible meaning of the word on the back. There’s            
a sample sentence with a blank in place of its verb.    

Labeled as such, BASE-FORM cards display their  
verbs on light-shaded backgrounds; the SIMPLE PAST-
TENSE cards, on dark backgrounds. The designations 
“Definition” and “Illustration of Verb Meaning” make 
cards easy to use—even for rank beginners.  

Verb-Form Cards are printed back-to-back, nine to a page.                   

In these reduced-sized page images, the past verbs in the left 

column correspond to the pictures on the right, and vice versa. 

The verbs also fit in the blanks of the vertical sentence clues.   
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H ow can learners “play cards”    
with Verb-Form Card Packs? 

Of course, motivated language students could learn 
verb forms simply by memorizing reference lists.  
However, one reason for having educationally-
designed grammar card packs is to be able to play 
games with them—challenging and/or competitive 
activities that motivate and entertain as they 
provide language models, practice, and review. 

On these pages are some ideas for the simplest of 
games, card-play activities that even low-beginning 
language learners can succeed at and benefit from.  

The number of verb-form pairs (cards) to be used  
in each game will depend on the object of the game, 
the number and ability-levels of players, the time 
available, and other factors. So will the specific 
verb forms chosen for each group’s activities.  

What makes a classic card game like Crazy 
Eights, Gin Rummy, Hearts, or Go Fish 
motivating and fun?  One feature is the 

familiarity of its procedures and rules among 
people of different ages or abilities.  Another is the simplicity of 

its objectives, often involving the matching of card images.                  
A third  is the opportunity to use knowledge + strategy.     

How can educationally-adapted card packs and activities                 
preserve these attractive features while teaching or reinforcing              

linguistic content?”  By taking advantage of people’s natural 
tendency to join (put together) elements and then to make 
productive use of correct pairings in meaningful contexts.  

Basic-Level Verb-Forms materials help 
participants do just that—in practical, 

real-life contexts.    
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1 SPEED MATCHING 
 In this simplest of competitions, each 
individual, pair, or group receives a shuffled 

set of cards of exactly the same number of matches. 
They spread these out face up on a playing surface.  

At a signal, participants work as fast as they can to 
put matching verb-forms cards together. On paper, 
one person from each team lists their verbs in pairs.   

 The first team to finish the task gets 5 points,  
the second team—4, etc. The lists are then 
checked.  Perhaps participants should lose a point 
for every verb incorrectly matched or misspelled.  

 Teams exchange card sets to compete again with 
different verb forms. After the appropriate 
number of “rounds,” those with the most points win.  

 For reinforcement with organizational challenge, 
participants could be required to list (copy) the 
verbs in alphabetical order—according to the base 
forms. Verb lists can be used for review activities.  

For preparation, reinforcement, or follow-up, learners can                  
speed-match the same (or different) verb pairs on paper.                    

The words could even differ in type face, style, and/or size.  

go have know 

begin come do run drink eat 

went ran began had 

came got did gave said drank 

ate 

say 
giget 

knew 
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2  SNAPPING UP VERBS 
 This quick-moving matching game helps 
reinforce the spelling and pronunciation of 

verb parts in learners’ memories. Players should not 
look at card faces (the printed words) until they are 
in play. They may or may not want to hide or cover 
an exposed card back with their hand.   

 Each group of 3 to 8 players gets a  set of 
matching verb cards.  One person shuffles and               
deals out all the cards approximately evenly.                 
All players place their cards face down in neat               
piles in front of them on the playing surface.   

 Simultaneously at a signal (such as Go!), all players          
flip over the top cards of their stacks. If there             
are no matches (two parts of the same verb), they 
continue to turn cards face up onto the same piles.  
The first person to see a match calls out those 
verbs, identifying each as BASE-FORM or PAST.              
If one of the matching cards is on that player’s 
own pile, he/she wins the other player’s turned-up 
cards. They go at the bottom of his/her face-down 
stack. If neither verb is on his/her pile, that 
player wins both stacks of turned-up cards. 
Without reshuffling, he/she puts them at the 
bottom of his/her face down stack.   

 Play continues as before: at the same time,  
players flip over the top cards of their piles and 
place them face up on their stacks. If someone 
mistakenly calls out two forms that don’t form              
a matching pair, that person’s turned-over cards 
are “forfeited”—placed in a face-up pile in the 
center of the table. They stay part of the game.  
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Anyone can win the stack in the center by calling 
out the verb printed on its top card and its match 
on someone’s stack. He/She gets both piles to add 
to the bottom of his/her own face-down collection.  

 If two players call out matching verb parts at the 
same time, both may return their turned-up cards          
to the bottom of their face-down stacks.  

 Even participants with no more cards can continue           
to play by calling out the words for matching verb 
forms when they appear on turned-up cards. Then 
they win card stacks to re-enter the game with. 

 Play continues until one person has won all cards. 
Alternatively, when time is called, the player with 
the most cards in both of his/her piles wins.   

 For a quick review, each person in turn can quickly 
“discard” his/her cards into the middle of the 
table, saying each word aloud. If any of these              
are not already together in pairs, others add                
their matches by throwing them out and     
pronouncing the verbs as fast as they can.    

The traditional children’s card game that this activity                       
is based on is called “Snap” or “Slapjack.”  It develops people’s 

ability to recognize the similarities and differences among 
images quickly—and to act on that recognition physically.                   
In addition to calling out a predetermined word, players                     

slap a flat palm onto the cards that match.  

This same feature can be incorporated into Snapping Up Verbs.              
For pedagogical purposes, however, learners should also be 

required to read each pair of words aloud before “winning” it.    
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3  ODD VERB OUT 
In this language-learning version of a classic 
children’s card game, one verb is removed 

from a set of matching pairs—leaving its mate as  
the “odd card.” The object of the game is to avoid 
ending up “stuck with the verb that has no match.” 
Alternatively, the goal can be the opposite—to win 
the game by holding the unmatched card at the end.   

 The deck is shuffled and the cards  
are dealt out approximately equally                  
to all players. Spreading out their 
cards fan-shaped in their hands, 
participants remove the matches 
(verb parts that go together) and 
put them aside.  

 The first player offers his/her 
hand,  with only the backs of                  
cards showing, to the person                 
on his/her left.  Of course                 
the second player will be able 
to see some definitions and 
illustrations of the words, but                   
at this early stage of language 
acquisition, such clues can help learning—rather 
than taking away from the competitive challenge. 

 From the fan-shaped offering, the second player 
chooses any card, sight unseen, and puts it into              
his/ her hand. If the chosen card is one of a pair,         
he/she removes the match and puts it aside.                 
In any case, this player now fans his or her cards           
out for the third person to pick from.  
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 The game continues as described above. When a 
player’s last card is taken, that person drops out.  
Eventually, all the cards will be paired and removed 
from the players’ hands—except one, the unmatched 
“odd card out.”  

The player left with that card at the end of                 
the game is either the loser or the winner, 
depending on the stated object of the game. 

 For learning purposes, participants review the 
content of the cards, using each verb as a “cue”             
to recall the matching one—and/or the definitions 
and illustrations to recall the verbs. They exchange         
decks with another group and repeat the same steps 
with a different set of verb cards. Learners can 
continue playing this game until time is called—               
or until they have “mastered” all the content.  

Odd Verb Out  incorporates procedures of a very old children’s  
game known as “Old Maid.” These are particularly versatile 

because they can be followed with any  pack of matching-card 
pairs regardless of their content—images, words (grammatical 

forms, verb parts, vocabulary items, parts of phrases, etc.)  

Sorting, joining, and eliminating activities of this kind build 
concentration, develop visual acuity, promote thinking skills, 
and aid memory. They help language learners improve their 

written language skills (reading/spelling)—and oral ones.   
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4 PASS THE VERB CARD, PLEASE 
 Here’s another simple, quick card game  
helpful in learning which verb forms belong 

together—and in remembering how to pronounce and 
spell each form. It’s also useful for arranging cards 
into pairs—maybe for use in another activity or game.  

 Each group gets a shuffled pack of verb cards—             
two to four times as many pairs as there are group 
participants (for example, for five players 10, 15,          
or 20  pairs of cards—in a 20, 30, or 40-card 
set). The card backs and backgrounds don’t matter, 
so the sets may be compiled from more than one 
card deck—even if there are duplicates.    

 One person shuffles the pack                           
and deals the cards out face-down.  
Looking only at the verb parts  on  
card faces, players hold them fan-
shaped in their hands.  As fast as 
they can, they want to get rid of 
their odd cards and have only pairs 
(the object of the game).   

 At the signal Go! everyone, including the dealer,     
passes any one card to the player on his/her left.           
This passing continues as fast as people can read            
words to themselves, think, and move their hands.           
Whenever someone has a matching pair, he/she              
puts the two cards on the table. The first person           
to run out of cards is the winner.  

 To maximize educational benefit, anyone can say             
his/her verb pairs aloud, tell what the verb means,  
and give common examples of the verb in context.  
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 To repeat the game with other verbs, groups 
exchange card sets with one another or with the 
extra stacks left on a separate table.  

 If time is short, simply play with sets of any 
number of matching pairs. The cards are dealt out 
approximately equally to all players, and the game 
proceeds as described. Some people will be left 
with “odd cards” when the first player(s) “play 
out.” These verb forms can be matched, read 
aloud, and learned by the whole group. 

 If and when participants think they                    
have mastered the grammatical 
vocabulary in a Basic-Level Verb- 
Forms set—including item meanings                 
and uses, they could play Odd Verb                   
Out while looking mostly at the backs  
of the cards they are passing around. 
In this version, they try to quickly 
match verb definitions with illustrated 
examples, checking their suspicions by 
looking at the card faces, if necessary.  

 
 

Known as “Spoon,” “P-I-G,” or “D-O-N-K-E-Y,”  this well-known 
small-children’s game can be as active or as silly as desired, 
involving touching the nose, looking around surreptitiously, 

grabbing an object before others do, avoiding penalty letters 
that spell the name of an animal, and so on.   

These traditions can be added to a game of Pass the Verb 
Card—or not.  Just the activity of paying attention to language 

elements that either go together or don’t—and of organizing     
and remembering words and images—can offer enough stimuli 

to engage participants and promote language acquisition.   
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5 GO FISHING FOR VERBS 
 For this game, use a full deck of 54      
Basic-Level Verb-Forms cards (27 pairs of 

matching cards) for 5 players—fewer for 3 or 4.   

 The deck is shuffled. Six cards are dealt out to             
each player, face down.  What remains is placed 
face down in the middle of the table. Players hold 
their cards in their hands, fan-shaped.  

Depending on the use they wish (others) to make             
of word clues (definitions, illustrations of meaning) 
the group decides whether or not players should  
cover the visible backs of the 
cards with their other hand or                
a piece of paper.   

Everyone removes all matching 
pairs of verb parts from his/her 
hand, placing them face up in 
front of him/her.   

 The object of the game is to collect verb-form pairs 
by asking  for specific verb cards.  Players may 
request only cards that match verb forms they 
already hold in their hands.   

Rank beginners can ask simply for the words they’re 
seeking, as in “Who has (the form) ran?” “I need 
the verb want.” “How about (a past verb) thought?”  

More advanced learners could request cards in 
phrase or sentence contexts.  Here are examples:  

 I run for exercise. Who has the past form, ran?”   

 I wanted it before. I need the base form want.  

 It’s hard to think.  Where’s the past verb thought?  
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 The person on the dealer’s left begins by making            
a request. If no one has the requested card,                
the player doing the asking picks up the top card 
from the stack on the table. After others have 
seen the card, he/she puts it into his/her hand.   

As players collect pairs of matching cards, they 
place them face up on the table.  

Unless the drawn card is precisely what the player 
asked for, it becomes the next person’s turn. 

 The game proceeds in this way until all cards                 
have been drawn from the pack, put into pairs,  
and put on the table—and everyone has run out of 
cards. The player with the most pairs wins.  

 For educational follow-up, players can list both 
parts of all the verbs they remember from the 
card game they just played. After time is called, 
each person  receives a score (number of points) 
equal to the number of pairs he/she can read and 
spell aloud. For more practice, each person in turn 
could read aloud one of his/her items, the next can 
tell its meaning, and the third can give an example.   

Go Fish is a popular children’s game involving oral language 
skills as well as the ability to name images and read words.                 

It invites variation that makes good use of card-playing 
strategies: for example, if players are required to ask 

individuals for the specific cards they need, they will pay close 
attention to and try to remember who asks for which items.                 
The version might work for educational purposes as well.   

The classic game of Go Fish is usually played with a deck                   
of cards that contains 13 sets-of-four matching cards instead      

of 27 pairs.  Novice students could get more practice in                     
a lower number of grammatical forms (perhaps 13 or 14 pairs) 

by playing with two duplicate half packs of 26 or 28 cards each.              


